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Spectroscopic analysis of small organic molecules: A comprehensive
near-edge x-ray-absorption fine-structure study of C6-ring-containing
molecules
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We report high-resolution C 1s near-edge x-ray-absorption fine-structure �NEXAFS� spectra of the
C6-ring-containing molecules benzene �C6H6�, 1,3- and 1,4-cyclohexadiene �C6H8�, cyclohexene
�C6H10�, cyclohexane �C6H12�, styrene �C8H8�, and ethylbenzene �C8H10� which allow us to
examine the gradual development of delocalization of the corresponding � electron systems. Due to
the high experimental resolution, vibrational progressions can be partly resolved in the spectra. The
experimental spectra are compared with theoretical NEXAFS spectra obtained from
density-functional theory calculations where electronic final-state relaxation is accounted for. The
comparison yields very good agreement between theoretical spectra and experimental results. In all
cases, the spectra can be described by excitations to �*- and �*-type final-state orbitals with valence
character, while final-state orbitals of Rydberg character make only minor contributions. The lowest
C 1s→1�* excitation energy is found to agree in the �experimental and theoretical� spectra of all
molecules except for 1,3-cyclohexadiene �C6H8� where an energy smaller by about 0.6 eV is
obtained. The theoretical analysis can explain this result by different binding properties of this
molecule compared to the others. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2139674�
I. INTRODUCTION

Near-edge x-ray-absorption fine-structure �NEXAFS�
spectroscopy is a powerful tool for probing the electronic
structure of unoccupied orbitals and bands in molecules,1–4

in adsorbate systems,5–8 and in solids.9–11 Here element-
specific ionization potentials of the core-level region allow
an unambiguous identification of individual atoms or atom
groups in complex systems. In addition, useful information
about local coordination and binding can be obtained as well
as—in the case of adsorbate systems—molecular adsorbate
geometry. Small organic molecules are of particular interest
for NEXAFS spectroscopy since they are used as model
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compounds for building blocks in large biological
systems12,13 and in polymers of industrial relevance.14–16

This is based on the experience that specific features ob-
served in NEXAFS spectra of model compounds are repro-
duced in the spectra of more complex systems �building-
block principle�.17–19 The building-block principle is
particularly suitable for systems where the intermolecular
coupling between the subsystems is weak and its influence
on spectral properties is small compared with those of the
separate subsystems. Therefore, a detailed analysis of model
compound spectra is essential for an understanding of the
spectra of complex molecules such as peptides or
polymers.12,20

Many organic molecules, which can act as building
blocks, are described in parts of their electronic structure by
conjugated double bonds resulting in a delocalized � elec-

tron system. Details of the � electron system determine im-
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portant molecular properties, such as color, magnetism, or
chemical reactivity. Combining these molecules as building
blocks to form larger complexes may influence their � elec-
tron system significantly and, as a consequence, may lead to
significant modifications of details in the NEXAFS spectra
of the larger complex.13 Thus, it is important to study NEX-
AFS spectra of akin molecules with different types of �
bonds in order to enable an interpretation of changes in the
delocalized � system reflected in the NEXAFS spectra.
Small hydrocarbon molecules facilitate this comparison in
many cases since, in these systems, electronic core transi-
tions to unoccupied �* levels are well separated energetically
from other excitations, as will be shown below.

In this paper we present high-resolution NEXAFS spec-
tra of a series of small cyclic hydrocarbon molecules, C6Hn

�n=6, 8, 10, 12� and C8Hn �n=8, 10� in gas phase, where the
experimental spectra are compared with theoretical spectra
obtained from density-functional theory �DFT� calculations.
Based on our theoretical studies we are able to assign the
spectral features in the experimental spectra. Further, the
present selection of molecules enables us to examine the
gradual development of a delocalized � electron system in
the C6 ring and its spectroscopic consequences which may be
used as fingerprints of the molecular components in larger
molecules. Finally, the experimental high-resolution spectra
show pronounced contributions stemming from vibrational
excitations which can be accounted for by an ad hoc ap-
proach yielding remarkably good agreement.

In Sec. II we describe experimental details while Sec. III
deals with theoretical approaches and computational meth-
ods used in this work. Section IV discusses the experimental
data and compares with theoretical results. Finally, in Sec. V
we summarize our conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

NEXAFS spectra of the cyclic hydrocarbon molecules,
C6Hn �n=6, 8, 10, 12� and C8Hn �n=8, 10�, were recorded at
the undulator beam line 10.0.1 of the Advanced Light Source
�ALS�, Berkeley, which is equipped with a spherical-grating
monochromator. All spectra were obtained by measuring the
total photoionization yield with a gas cell that contains two
parallel plates with lengths of 10 cm for the collection of the
charged particles resulting from photoionization, where a
voltage of 100 eV was applied to accelerate the particles
towards the plates. The photoionization cell was filled with
approximately 35 �bars of the measured gas and was sepa-
rated from the ultrahigh vacuum of the monochromator by a
1000-Å-thick aluminum window. In order to avoid the accu-
mulation of impurities in the form of fragmentation products
formed by deexcitation processes in the gas the spectra were
measured at constant flow through the gas cell. With this
setup the measured spectra did not change with time, ensur-
ing the absence of dissociation products. The estimated reso-
lution of all spectra amounts to about 65 meV.

The spectra measured at beam line 10.0.1 were cali-
brated by shifting the nominal energy positions of the promi-
nent C 1s→�* transitions to the calibrated values obtained

from the medium-resolution spectra that had been measured
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previously at the plane-grating monochromator SX700/II at
BESSY in Berlin. The latter spectra were calibrated using the
well-known energy position of the ��=0→��=0 transition
of the N 1s→�* excitation in N2 at 400.88 eV,21 together
with the relation �E�E3/2 valid for plane-grating monochro-
mators. ��E describes the difference between the measured
and the actual energy position.� This procedure yields an
accuracy in the energy positioning of better than 30 meV for
benzene �C6H6�, styrene �C8H8�, and ethylbenzene �C8H10�
while for cyclohexadiene �C6H8� the accuracy is estimated to
be smaller than 50 meV and for cyclohexene �C6H10� /
cyclohexane �C6H12� smaller than 100 meV. To put the re-
sults on a common basis we have listed experimental excita-
tion energies obtained from peak maxima only with one digit
accuracy.

III. THEORETICAL DETAILS

The electronic ground states of the hydrocarbon mol-
ecules, C6Hn �n=6, 8, 10, 12� and C8Hn �n=8, 10�, see Fig.
1, as well as corresponding core electron excitations, yield-
ing theoretical NEXAFS spectra, are obtained from
quantum-chemical calculations. Here we apply DFT together
with the gradient-corrected RPBE exchange/correlation
functional22,23 as implemented in the STOBE computer code.24

This code is based on linear combinations of atomic Gauss-
ian basis sets where we use an all-electron triple-zeta valence
plus polarization �TZVP� set in a �4s ,3p� contraction with
one added d function for carbon25 and a primitive �5s� set

FIG. 1. Schematic drawings of the hydrocarbon molecules �a� benzene
�C6H6�, �b� 1,3-cyclohexadiene �C6H8�, �c� 1,4-cyclohexadiene �C6H8�, �d�
cyclohexene �C6H10�, �e� cyclohexane �C6H12�, �f� styrene �C8H8�, and �g�
ethylbenzene �C8H10�. The numbers inside the drawings refer to labels of
the carbon atoms used in this work.
augmented with one p function and contracted to �3s ,1p� for
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hydrogen.26 In the calculations of carbon core electron exci-
tations the orbital basis of the corresponding ionization cen-
ter is of all-electron IGLO-III quality27 yielding an improved
representation of relaxation effects in the inner atomic shells.
For the remaining carbon centers effective core potentials28

�ECPs� describing the C 1s core and appropriate valence
basis sets are applied. The use of ECPs simplifies the iden-
tification of the core hole orbital while it has only negligible
effects on the computed excitation spectrum, see Ref. 29.
This treatment assumes a localized core hole in the descrip-
tion of the excitation. In this context, the problem of local-
ized versus delocalized core holes has been discussed exten-
sively in the literature30–33 where we adopt the view of Fink
et al. in their previous studies on ethene.32 Finally, the
present calculations of carbon core electron excitations in-
clude a large diffuse even-tempered �19s ,19p ,19d� basis
set34 located at the excitation center which accounts for un-
bound resonance wave functions within the core electron re-
gion �double basis-set technique34�.

In an initial step, geometry optimizations are carried out
for the electronic ground states of all molecules to yield cor-
responding equilibrium geometries. The results are provided
as supplementary information in EPAPS.35 For styrene, a pla-
nar geometry was obtained, which is in contrast to previous
studies suggesting36 that the vinyl group of C8H8 is rotated
by 27° with respect to the C6-ring plane.36 We have calcu-
lated the NEXAFS spectra for both geometries and find only
very small differences. Therefore, we use the planar geom-
etry in the following. The molecular equilibrium geometries
are then used in calculations on C 1s core excitations origi-
nating at all nonequivalent carbon atoms in each molecule.
In a first calculation the complete excitation spectrum of
each molecule is evaluated using Slater’s transition state
�TS� method37,38 in combination with the above-mentioned
double basis-set technique34 yielding excitation energies and
dipole transition moments.

The DFT TS calculations assume a frozen molecular ion
density and thus neglect electronic relaxation on the molecu-
lar ion core upon adding the excited electron. For the present
molecules this effect is largest for the valencelike �* excita-
tions. Therefore, in a second step these and other most
prominent excitations of each spectrum, referring to largest
dipole transition moments, are reevaluated by �Kohn-Sham
��KS� DFT calculations to obtain more accurate excitation
energies which reflect the correct amount of electronic relax-
ation connected with the excitation process. For all other
excitations relaxation is accounted for in a more approximate
way by correcting their energies by the difference of the
ionization potential �IP� evaluated with the TS method and
the corresponding value from �KS calculations. Further, the
excitation spectrum is corrected by a rigid shift of 0.2 eV to
higher energies to account for relativistic effects contributing
to core excitation.39 The improved discrete excitation spec-
trum is then subjected to a Gaussian convolution with an
energy-dependent broadening to arrive at a theoretical spec-
trum to be compared with NEXAFS experiments. In the en-

ergy region below ionization threshold the broadening �full
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width at half maximum �FWHM�� was set to 0.2 eV while a
linear increase up to a width of 4.5 eV was assumed for
higher energies, as is common practice in the analysis of
experimental NEXAFS spectra.40

The experimental high-resolution spectra presented in
this work show pronounced contributions due to vibrational
excitations. However, it is quite difficult and technically
complex to include vibrational fine structure in the theoreti-
cal treatment.41,42 Therefore, we consider an ad hoc approach
by including, for each transition, the vibrational fine struc-
ture obtained experimentally for excitations originating at
atoms in a similar binding environment. This approach has
been applied successfully to explain differences in intensities
between the experimental and theoretical spectra of pyridine
in the region of C 1s→1�* excitations.40 For the present
series of small organic molecules we find also remarkably
good agreement between the experimental NEXAFS spectra
and our theoretical results using this ad hoc approach to
include vibrational fine structure.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Assignment of spectral features

Figure 2 compares experimental and theoretical NEX-
AFS spectra of the hydrocarbon molecules C6Hn �n=6, 8,
10, 12� where prominent peaks are labeled accordingly. Ex-
perimental excitation energies are obtained from maxima of
corresponding peaks, avoiding a full vibrational analysis
which is beyond the scope of this work. The theoretical spec-
tra of Fig. 2�B� are obtained from transition state calculations
described in Sec. III where �KS corrections for the ioniza-
tion energies and for all prominent excitations as well as
relativistic corrections are included. The experimental spec-
trum of benzene shown in Fig. 2�A��a� is characterized by
four peak structures A–D which are reproduced quite well in
the theoretical spectrum in Fig. 2�B��a�. The peak assignment
based on final-state orbitals, see Table Ia, has recently been
discussed in detail43 and will be summarized only briefly in
the following. Peaks A and D are assigned to excitations to
the unoccupied �* orbitals of e2u and b2g symmetries in D6h

notation �b1 in C2v notation which refers to the correct sym-
metry of the molecule with a localized C 1s core hole�. Peak
D includes also minor contributions of excitations to rather
diffuse Rydberg orbitals. Peaks B and C have been assigned
to different excitations in the literature.43 Our recent
analysis43 yields an assignment to excitations to �-type final-
state orbitals with �* �C–C� �peak B� and �* �C–H� �peak C�
valence character and only minor Rydberg orbital admixing,
see Fig. 3. This assignment is supported by the mean-squared
radii �r2� of the corresponding final-state orbitals given in
Table II. These values are all relatively small, indicating
“compact” orbitals of dominant valence character, whereas
diffuse Rydberg orbitals are characterized by larger �r2� val-
ues �typically �100 Å2, depending on the size of the
molecule44�. Interestingly, transitions involving these two
final-state orbitals are found in all hydrocarbon compounds
considered in this work. Thus, we conclude that these tran-
sitions can be taken as fingerprints for carbon 6-ring-

containing molecules. Despite the admixing of diffuse Ryd-
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berg character to the two final-state orbitals we will refer to
them in the following by �* �C–C� and �* �C–H�.43

Cyclohexadiene appears as two different isomers, 1,3-
cyclohexadiene and 1,4-cyclohexadiene, differing by the lo-
cation of the CvC double bonds, see Fig. 1. The experi-
mental spectrum of 1,3-cyclohexadiene in Fig. 2�A��b�
shows a broad asymmetric peak A at 284.4 eV and some
weaker peaks above 286.6 eV. Based on our theoretical
analysis, peak A can be assigned to C 1s→1�* excitations
originating at all carbon atoms with double bonds. These
excitations resemble those characterizing the lowest excita-
tion peak A of benzene. However, the energy position of
peak A in 1,3-cyclohexadiene is found to be lower by about
0.6 eV compared to that of benzene, which will be discussed
in Sec. IV C. The theoretical NEXAFS spectrum of 1,3-
cyclohexadiene given in Fig. 2�B��b�, see also Table Ib,
shows a two-peak structure, peaks A� at 284.17 eV and A� at
284.47 eV, in the energy range of the experimental peak A.
The two theoretical peaks refer to C 1s→1�* excitations
originating at different carbon atoms. Excitations originating

FIG. 2. NEXAFS spectra of the hydrocarbon molecules C6Hn �n=6, 8, 10,
�C6H6�, �b� 1,3-cyclohexadiene �C6H8�, �c� 1,4-cyclohexadiene �C6H8�, �d� c
the corresponding molecules. Prominent peaks in the spectra are labeled A–D
vertical lines and ionization energy ranges are indicated by the gray areas o
at C1 and C4, which are bound to one CH and one CH2
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group, are lower in energy �peak A�� than those originating
at C2 and C3, bound to two CH groups �peak A��. Alto-
gether, the double-peak structure of the theoretical spectrum
can explain the asymmetric peak A found experimentally if
vibrational broadening of the peak is taken into account, see
Sec. IV E. The theoretical NEXAFS spectrum of Fig. 2�B��b�
also exhibits additional peaks B–D above 287 eV. Peak B is
assigned to transitions originating at carbon atoms C1, C2,
C3, and C4 with final-state orbitals of �* �C–C� character.
Peak C is due to C 1s→2�* transitions at C1, C2, C3, and
C4 as well as to transitions originating at C5 and C6 with
final-state orbitals of �* �C–C� character. Finally, peak D is
determined by transitions to final-state orbitals with �*

�C–H� character and some Rydberg admixture for all C at-
oms. For further details see Table Ib. Note the change in the
energetic order of the excited-state orbitals from �* �C–C�,
�* �C–H�, and �* in benzene to �* �C–C�, �*, and �* �C–H�
in 1,3-cyclohexadiene. This difference is explained analo-
gous to the shift of the 1�* orbital discussed in Sec. IV C.
The peak region above 287 eV also appears in the experi-

ear the C 1s ionization threshold. �A� Experimental spectra for �a� benzene
exene �C6H10�, and �e� cyclohexane �C6H12� and �B� theoretical spectra for
e theoretical spectra include calculated excitation energies by the small thin
s.
12� n
ycloh
. Th

r line
mental NEXAFS spectrum in Fig. 2�A��b�, however, with
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greatly reduced intensity, which will be discussed separately
in Sec. IV D.

The experimental spectrum of 1,4-cyclohexadiene in
Fig. 2�A��c� shows its most prominent peak A at 285.1 eV
which is comparable with the excitation energy of peak A for
benzene. In addition, smaller peaks B–E appear between 287
and 288 eV. The experimental spectrum is reproduced well
by theory, as shown in Fig. 2�B��c�, see Table Ic. As before,
peak A is assigned to C 1s→1�* transitions originating at
the double-bonded carbon atoms C1, C2, C4, and C5. Tran-
sitions to final-state orbitals with �* �C–C� character contrib-
ute to peak B �originating at C1, C2, C4, and C5� and peak C
�originating at C3 and C6�, respectively. Peak D is assigned
to transitions to final-state orbitals with mixed �* �C–H�
character originating at C1, C2, C4, and C5. Finally, peak E
is due to C 1s→2�* transition at any of the C atoms.

The experimental spectrum of cyclohexene in Fig.
2�A��d� is also dominated by a prominent peak at 284.9 eV
�peak A�, along with less intense features at 286.8 and 287.7
eV �peaks B and C�. These peaks are accounted for by the

FIG. 3. Constant-value surface plots of final-state orbitals of benzene evalu-
ated in the presence of the C 1s core hole. �a� �* �C–C� orbital �peak B in
the spectrum� and �b� �* �C–H� orbital �peak C�. The molecular structure is
sketched by the bond sticks. The arrows indicate the position of the ionized
carbon atom.

TABLE II. Mean-squared radii �r2� of final-state orbitals for the four most
prominent transitions of benzene as obtained from the transition state cal-
culations, see text. All values are given in Å2.

Peak Excitation �C1–C6� → Mean-squared radii �r2�

A 1�* 18.56
B �*�C–C� 46.29
C �*�C–H� 77.56
D 3�* 43.72
TABLE I. Excitation energies obtained from the experimental and theoret-
ical NEXAFS spectra for C6Hn �n=6, 8, 10, 12�. The excitation peaks are
labeled according to their energetic sequence, see Fig. 2, where correspond-
ing energies �given in eV� are denoted as Eexp and Eth, respectively. Experi-
mental excitation energies are obtained from the maxima of corresponding
peaks, see text. The peak assignment “excitation” is based on the calculated
excitations and characterized by the carbon atom of the 1s core hole �C1–
C6, see Fig. 1� as well as the final-state orbital character. All theoretical
spectra include relaxation and relativistic effects. Final-state orbitals are
denoted by double quotes, e.g., “�* �C–C�,” if the assignment refers only to
the major component of an orbital mixture. �a� Benzene, �b� 1,3-
cyclohexadiene, �c� 1,4-cyclohexadiene, �d� cyclohexene, and �e� cyclohex-
ane.

�a� Excitation
Peak Eexp �eV� Eth �eV� �C1–C6� →

A 285.1 284.98 1�*

B 287.2 286.94 �* �C–C�
C 287.9 287.79 �* �C–H�
D 289.1 289.18 3�*

�b� Excitation
Peak Eexp �eV� Eth �eV� core→final

A� 284.4 284.17 �C2,3�→1�*

A� ¯ 284.47 �C1,4�→1�*

B ¯ 286.64 �C2,3�→�* �C–C�
B ¯ 286.81 �C1,4�→�* �C–C�
C 287.1 287.02 �C5,6�→�* �C–C�
C ¯ 287.14 �C2,3�→2�*

C ¯ 287.24 �C1,4�→2�*

D 287.9 287.40 �C2,3�→�* �C–H�
D ¯ 287.59 �C5,6�→�* �C–H�
D ¯ 287.65 �C1,4�→�* �C–H�

�c� Excitation
Peak Eexp �eV� Eth �eV� core→final

A 285.1 284.88 �C1,2,4,5�→1�*

B 286.9 286.67 �C1,2,4,5�→�* �C–C�
C 287.2 287.12 �C3,6�→�* �C–C�
D 287.8 287.43 �C1,2,4,5�→�* �C–H�
E 288.1 287.73 �C1,2,4,5�→2�*

E ¯ 287.95 �C1,2,4,5�→2�*

�C3,6�→“�*”

�d� Excitation
Peak Eexp �eV� Eth �eV� core→final

A 284.9 284.88 �C1,2�→1�*

B 286.8 286.58 �C1,2�→�* �C–C�
B ¯ 286.75 �C3,6�→“�* �C–C�”
B ¯ 286.83 �C4,5�→“�* �C–C�”
C 287.7 287.30 �C1,2�→�* �C–H�
C ¯ 287.30 �C3,6�→?
C ¯ 287.44 �C4,5�→?
D ¯ 287.85 �C3,6�→“�* �C–H�”
D ¯ 287.99 �C4,5�→“�* �C–H�”
E ¯ 288.39 �C3,6�→?
E ¯ 288.48–

288.73
�C4,5�→?

�e� Excitation
Peak Eexp �eV� Eth �eV� �C1–6�→

B 286.8 286.72 �* �C–C�
C 287.4 287.12 “�* �C–C�”
D 287.8 287.82 “�* �C–H�”
E ¯ 288.27 “�* �C–H�”
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theoretical spectrum given in Fig. 2�B��d�, see Table Id. As
before, peak A is due to C 1s→1�* transitions originating at
double-bonded carbon atoms C1 and C2, see Fig. 1�d�, while
the other ring atoms C3–C6 do not contribute. Peak B is
assigned to final-state orbitals with �* �C–C� character origi-
nating at all C atoms. The assignment for peaks C–E is more
involved. There are considerable contributions from C1, C2
1s→�* �C–H� transitions as well as from transitions origi-
nating at the other carbon atoms to more complex final-state
orbitals. Peak D can be characterized by C3–C6 1s→�*

�C–H� transitions. As a consequence of the nonplanar geom-
etry of the C6 ring in cyclohexene, the assignment at higher
excitation energies is less obvious. Thus, for peak E, no clear
assignment can be made. Note that there is only one �*

orbital in this molecule due to only one double bond.
The experimental spectrum of cyclohexane in Fig.

2�A��e� does not exhibit a peak in the energy region about
285 eV which, compared with peaks A of the previous spec-
tra, can be attributed to missing CvC double bonds in this
molecule. The lowest �prominent� peak B lies at 286.8 eV,
followed by two smaller peaks C and D at 287.4 and 287.8
eV, respectively. These peaks are reproduced by the theoret-
ical spectrum given in Fig. 2�B��e�, see also Table Ie. Peak B
is attributed to excitations to final-state orbitals having �
symmetry. Further, peaks C–E are all assigned to transitions
to final-state orbitals with mixed valence/Rydberg character.
A more detailed analysis is difficult due to very diffuse char-
acter of these orbitals.

Figure 4 compares experimental and theoretical NEX-
AFS spectra of the hydrocarbon molecules C8Hn �n=8, 10�,
where prominent peaks are labeled accordingly. The experi-
mental spectrum of styrene in Fig. 4�A��a� is dominated by a
broad and structureless peak A at about 285 eV with a small
low-energy shoulder at 284.2 eV labeled Ae. In addition,
there are peaks of rather small intensity between 287 and 290
eV. The corresponding theoretical NEXAFS spectrum, see
Fig. 4�B��a� and Table IIIa, is consistent with the experimen-

e

FIG. 4. NEXAFS spectra of the hydrocarbon molecules C8Hn �n=8, 10� ne
and �b� ethylbenzene �C8H10� and �B� theoretical spectra for the correspond
spectra include calculated excitation energies by the small thin vertical line
tal spectrum. All transitions contributing to peaks A ,A� ,A�,
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and A� are assigned to C 1s→�* transitions. In a first ap-
proximation, the �* orbitals of styrene are described by lin-
ear combinations of those of benzene and ethylene. The self-
consistent calculations yield three lowest unoccupied �*

orbitals, as shown in Fig. 5, while the higher-lying empty
orbitals are too diffuse to be included in this figure. The
experimental low-energy shoulder Ae is reproduced by
theory as a separate peak Ae and assigned to a transition
from the C8 atom of C8H8, see Fig. 1, to the 1�* orbital
whose shape is shown as an isosurface plot in Fig. 5�a� Since
C8 is the only carbon atom with three C–H bonds, it can
attract more electrons from hydrogen than the other carbon
atoms. This increased negative charge of C8 can explain the
observed lower excitation energy of peak Ae in terms of a
chemical shift, which is also observed for the ionization en-
ergies in Table IV. Note that the present explanation differs
from that given by Wühn et al.45 who assigned the shoulder
Ae to excitations originating from both side-chain atoms, C7
and C8.

The higher-lying peaks A� ,A�, and A� of the theoretical
NEXAFS spectrum of styrene result in the broad asymmetric
peak A of the experimental spectrum if vibrational progres-
sion, not accounted for in the theoretical spectrum, is consid-
ered. The peaks result from numerous excitations as indi-
cated by the vertical lines in Fig. 4�B��a�. Contributions to
peak A� refer to transitions originating at C7, the ortho-�C2
and C6�, and para-�C4� carbon atoms of the C6 ring to the
1�* final-state orbital. Peak A� is due to excitations from the
meta-�C3 and C5� and ipso-�C1� atoms of the C6 ring to the
same 1�* orbital. Peak A� is assigned to transitions to the
2�* orbital, see Fig. 5�b�, originating at C2, C3, C5, and C6.
Peaks B–D of the theoretical spectrum are also composed of
many different excitations due to the eight nonequivalent
carbon atoms as summarized in Table IIIa. Transitions con-
tributing to peak B are mainly assigned to final-state orbitals
with �* �C–C� character. Peak C is due to final-state orbitals
of mixed �* �C–C� and Rydberg character, mixed �* �C–H�

*

C 1s ionization threshold. �A� Experimental spectra for �a� styrene �C8H8�
olecules. Prominent peaks in the spectra are labeled A–D. The theoretical
ionization energy ranges are indicated by the gray areas or lines.
ar the
ing m

s and
and Rydberg character, and of 3� character �Fig. 5�c��. Fi-
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nally, Peak D is characterized by rather diffuse final-state
orbitals with mixed �* �C–H�/Rydberg and/or 3�* contribu-
tions. The peak region above 287 eV appears also in the
experimental NEXAFS spectrum, Fig. 4�A��a�, however,
with greatly reduced intensity which will be discussed sepa-
rately in Sec. IV D.

The experimental spectrum of ethylbenzene in Fig.
4�A��b� shows also a broad asymmetric peak A at about
285.1 eV with some structure at the high-energy side caused
by vibrational excitations. A number of peaks with small
intensity between 287 and 290 eV are observed. As before,
the theoretical NEXAFS spectrum, displayed in Fig. 4�B��b�

TABLE III. �Continued.�

�b� Excitation
Peak Eexp �eV� Eth �eV� core→final

C ¯ 287.60 �C7�→�* ethyl
C ¯ 287.62 �C3,5�→�* �C–H�
D ¯ 288.69 �C8�→“�* �C–C� +

ethyl”
D ¯ 288.78 �C7�→?
D ¯ 288.80 �C2,6�→“3�*”
D ¯ 288.87 �C8�→?
D ¯ 288.88 �C8�→“�* �C–C�

+ ethyl”
D ¯ 288.92 �C4�→“3�*”
D ¯ 288.97 �C1�→“3�*”
D ¯ 288.99 �C8�→?
D ¯ 289.00 �C3,5�→“3�*”

FIG. 5. Constant-value surface plots of final-state orbitals of styrene evalu-
ated for the molecular ground state. �a� 1�*, �b� 2�*, and �c� 3�*. The
TABLE III. Excitation energies obtained from the experimental and theo-
retical NEXAFS spectra for C8Hn �n=8, 10�, as shown in Fig. 4. For further
details, see Table I �a� styrene and �b� ethylbenzene.

�a� Excitation
Peak Eexp �eV� Eth �eV� core→final

Ae 284.2 284.02 �C8�→1�*

A� ¯ 284.53 �C7�→1�*

A� ¯ 284.59 �C2�→1�*

A� ¯ 284.67 �C4�→1�*

A� ¯ 284.75 �C6�→1�*

A� 285.0 284.88 �C5�→1�*

A� ¯ 284.94 �C1�→1�*

A� ¯ 285.02 �C3�→1�*

A� ¯ 285.42 �C3�→2�*

A� ¯ 285.44 �C6�→2�*

A� ¯ 285.59 �C2�→2�*

A� ¯ 285.62 �C5�→2�*

B ¯ 286.56 �C8�→“�* �C–C�
vinyl”

B ¯ 286.80 �C8�→“�* �C–C�
vinyl”

B ¯ 286.82 �C4�→�* �C–C�
B ¯ 286.85 �C2�→�* �C–C�
B ¯ 286.89 �C3�→�* �C–C�
B ¯ 286.91 �C5�→�* �C–C�
C ¯ 287.06 �C8�→3�*

C ¯ 287.14 �C6�→�* �C–C�
C ¯ 287.22 �C7�→2�*

C ¯ 287.24 �C7�→�* �C–C�
vinyl

C ¯ 287.35 �C4�→3�*

C ¯ 287.36 �C8�→�* �C–C�
ring

C ¯ 287.49 �C6�→�* �C–H�
C ¯ 287.51 �C6�→3�*

C ¯ 287.51 �C7�→3�*

C ¯ 287.52 �C2�→�* �C–H�
C ¯ 287.60 �C5�→“�* �C–H�”
C ¯ 287.62 �C5�→3�*

C ¯ 287.64 �C3�→“�* �C–H�”
D ¯ 287.71 �C7�→“�* �C–H�”
D ¯ 287.73 �C1�→3�*

D ¯ 287.73 �C4�→“�* �C–H�”
D ¯ 287.74 �C8�→?
D ¯ 287.77 �C3�→3�*

D ¯ 287.87 �C8�→?

�b� Excitation
Peak Eexp �eV� Eth �eV� core→final

A 285.1 284.95 �C2,6�→1�*

A ¯ 284.99 �C3,5�→1�*

A ¯ 284.99 �C4�→1�*

A ¯ 285.14 �C1�→1�*

B ¯ 286.60 �C8�→1�*+
ethyl

B ¯ 286.76 �C4�→�* �C–C�
B ¯ 286.76 �C2,6�→�* �C–C�
B ¯ 286.81 �C3,5�→�* �C–C�
C ¯ 287.35 �C8�→?
C ¯ 287.42 �C7�→?
C ¯ 287.47 �C2,6�→�* �C–H�
C ¯ 287.52 �C8�→?
C ¯ 287.56 �C4�→�* �C–H�
molecular structure is shown by the bond sticks.
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and summarized in Table IIIb, is quite similar to the experi-
mental one. The energetically lowest peak A is assigned to C
1s→1�* transitions originating from the carbon atoms of the
C6 ring �C1–C6� where the excitation energies for the chemi-
cally nonequivalent carbon atoms differ only by 0.19 eV.
Side-chain carbons �C7 and C8� do not contribute to peak A
since these atoms are sp3 hybridized and not connected with
the delocalized � system of the C6 ring. Peaks B–D at higher
energies are in their origin quite similar to those of benzene
�Fig. 2�B��a�� with only minor perturbations due to the side
chain in ethylbenzene. Peak B is assigned to transitions from
all C6-ring carbon atoms except C1 to final-state orbitals of
mixed �* �C–C�/Rydberg character. In addition, transitions
originating at C8 contribute to peak B where the final-state
orbitals are mixtures of the 1�* orbital of the C6 ring and a
�*-type valence orbital extending over the side chain. This
mixture of �* and �* orbitals is possible due to the nonplanar
geometry of ethylbenzene. �The side chain is rotated out of
the ring plane by 90°.� Peak C is characterized mainly by
transitions originating at all carbon atoms of the C6 ring to
final-state orbitals of �* �C–H� character with some Rydberg
admixture. Finally, peak D contains major contributions from
transitions involving the final-state orbital 3�* which is simi-
lar in its character to the 3�* orbital in benzene.

TABLE IV. Comparison of calculated C 1s ionization potentials �IPcalc� for
C6Hn �n=6, 8, 10, 12� with experimental data �IPexp� �Ref. 40�. The absolute
uncertainty in the experimental values is estimated to be 0.04 eV. In addi-
tion, our calculated IP values for styrene and ethylbenzene are included at
the bottom. The theoretical values are obtained from DFT calculations
within the �SCF approach where relativistic corrections of 0.2 eV are in-
cluded, see text. Ionized carbon atoms are labeled according to Fig. 1. All
values are in eV.

Compound Ionized C atom IPcalc IPexp

C6H6 1–6 290.13 290.24

1,3-C6H8 1, 4 289.77 289.91
2, 3 290.03 290.12
5, 6 290.53 290.50

1,4-C6H8 1, 2, 4, 5 290.02 290.09
3, 6 290.58 290.56

C6H10 1, 2 289.84 289.91
3, 6 290.36 290.32
4, 5 290.30 290.26

C6H12 1–6 290.17 290.12

C8H8 1 290.33 ¯

2, 4, 6 289.88 ¯

3, 5 290.03 ¯

7 290.37 ¯

8 289.58 ¯

C8H10 1 290.05 ¯

2, 6 289.82 ¯

3, 5 289.94 ¯

4 289.87 ¯

7 290.48 ¯

8 290.32 ¯
The gray regions and lines in Figs. 2�B� and 4�B� indi-
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cate calculated ionization thresholds which are not directly
accessible by the present experiments. However, Oltedal et
al.46 have recently published experimental atom-resolved IPs
for C6Hn �n=6, 8, 10, 12� molecules. These values are com-
pared in Table IV with our theoretical data obtained from
DFT calculations within the � self-consistent-field ��SCF�
approach. Obviously, the agreement is remarkably good,
where IP values differ by up to 140 meV only, which may
also be due to vibrational corrections.43 This is further con-
firmation for the reliability of our theoretical method.

B. Comparison of the spectra

A comparison of the above NEXAFS spectra reveals a
number of similarities. All spectra, except those for cyclo-
hexane in Figs. 2�A��e� and 2�B��e�, are dominated by a
rather large peak A appearing at lowest excitation energy
about 285 eV which is assigned to transitions of 1s electrons
at the different double-bonded carbon atoms to unoccupied
1�* final-state orbitals. �The absence of CvC double bonds
in cyclohexane explains why peak A does not appear in the
corresponding spectrum.� The energy position of peak A is
quite similar for all molecules, except for 1,3-
cyclohexadiene, where it is shifted by 0.6 eV to lower ener-
gies compared to the other molecules. The origin of this shift
will be discussed in Sec. IV C below. Obviously, the number
of CvC double bonds in the C6 ring of the molecules has
no significant effect on the energy position of peak A while
nonequivalent carbon atoms of the ring, resulting in energy
splitting of 1s→1�* transitions, influence the peak width
somewhat. Altogether, an intense peak at 285 eV in a NEX-
AFS spectrum may be taken as a clear fingerprint for a C6

ring with molecular �* orbitals similar to those of benzene.
Attaching saturated hydrocarbon chains to the C6 ring of

the molecule does not affect the � system of the ring since
the added chains do not offer orbitals which can participate
in the � system of the ring. This occurs for ethylbenzene
where the coupling is further reduced by the C2H5 side chain
being rotated by 90° out of the ring plane. In contrast, the �
system of unsaturated hydrocarbon side chains which are
�close to� planar with respect to the C6 ring can participate in
the � system of the ring resulting in a conjugated system.
This leads to shifts and splitting of the lowest excitation
energies which can explain broad multipeak structures as
found for the 1s→1�* transitions of styrene, Figs. 2�A��a�
and 2�B��a�. However, the energy position of the correspond-
ing transitions remains localized at about 285 eV.

The two final-state orbitals of mixed �* �C–C�/Rydberg
character and mixed �* �C–H�/Rydberg character which have
been identified recently in the spectrum of benzene,43 see
also Fig. 3 and Table II, can be found in all other molecules
considered in this work. While the excitation energies of cor-
responding C 1s core transitions change somewhat due to the
nonequivalence of the carbon atoms, transitions involving
these final-state orbitals can also be used as fingerprints for
C6-ring structures. Test calculations with polycyclic aromatic
molecules, such as naphthalene, indicate that respective
final-state orbitals exist also in extended C6-ring structures.

43
Analogous to our findings for benzene contributions of C
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1s core excitations to pure �diffuse� Rydberg orbitals are of
minor importance for all molecules considered in this
work.47

C. Low-energy peak A: Comparison of benzene with
cyclohexadiene

As mentioned above, peak A in 1,3-cyclohexadiene is
shifted to lower energies by 0.6 eV as compared to all other
studied molecules except for cyclohexane, where this peak is
absent. The origin of this peak shift is not obvious and is
connected with the specific �* orbital structure of this mol-
ecule as discussed in the following. We first compare the
orbital structure of benzene with that of 1,4-cyclohexadiene,
then we describe peculiarities of the orbital structure in 1,3-
cyclohexadiene.

In a simple Hückel � electron theory48 the 2pz orbitals of
the six carbon atoms of benzene form six �-type valence
orbitals as sketched in Fig. 6�a�. Three orbitals are occupied
�1�–3�� and three empty �1�*–3�*�. In addition, as a result
of the D6h symmetry of C6H6 four orbitals form energetically
degenerate pairs �2� /3� and 1�* /2�*�. This orbital struc-
ture seems to differ substantially from that of the � electron
system of 1,4-cyclohexadiene with a planar C6 ring where
2pz orbitals of only four carbon atoms, those forming CH
groups, contribute as sketched in the left part of Fig. 6�b�.
However, if the 1s orbitals of the four out-of-plane hydrogen
atoms referring to the two CH2 groups of 1,4-cyclohexadiene
are included in a � symmetry arrangement �conserving its
mirror symmetry, cf. right part of Fig. 6�b�� the extended
orbital diagram shown in the central part of Fig. 6�b� corre-
sponds to that of benzene. In this concept, 1,4-
cyclohexadiene has six �-type valence orbitals of which four
are occupied �1�–4�� and two empty �1�* and 2�*� in the
molecular ground state, as obtained by the theory. �Note that
the � occupation of 1,4-cyclohexadiene does not reflect the

combined occupation of the two subsystems shown in Fig.
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6�b��. This is explained by changes in the energetic order of
� and � orbitals due to orbital mixing.� Orbitals 1�–3� of
1,4-C6H8 and C6H6 are equivalent while orbitals 4� ,1�*,
and 2�* of 1,4-C6H8 correspond to 1�*–3�* of C6H6. In
particular, the lowest empty orbital 1�* of 1,4-
cyclohexadiene is very similar in shape with one of the two
lowest �degenerate� empty orbitals of benzene, 2�*. Since
these orbitals act as final-state orbitals for C 1s core excita-
tions leading to peak A in the corresponding NEXAFS spec-
tra the similarity may rationalize the agreement of the re-
spective excitation energies in the two molecules.

The C6 ring of 1,3-cyclohexadiene in its ground state is
not planar due to the presence of neighboring CH2 groups in
the C6 ring. As a consequence, the � electron system is
formed by 2pz orbitals of the four carbon atoms forming CH
groups and being almost coplanar. This yields occupied or-
bitals 1� ,2� and empty 1�* ,2�*, as sketched in Fig. 7�a�.
Due to the missing mirror plane in this molecule the 1s or-

FIG. 6. Schematic drawings of the
�-type valence orbitals of �a� benzene
and �b� 1,4-cyclohexadiene. The or-
bital plots are given in qualitative or-
der from bottom �lowest energy� to top
�highest energy� where occupied and
empty orbitals are separated by a
dashed line. For benzene �a� only con-
tributions of the C 2p orbitals at CH
groups of the C6 ring are considered
�Hückel theory�. For 1,4-
cyclohexadiene the left part of �b� re-
flects the orbitals of the Hückel theory
approach while the right part shows
the two �-type orbitals originating
from hydrogen of the two CH2 groups,
see text. The central part of �b� gives a
completed orbital scheme with dotted
lines indicating orbital hybridization.

FIG. 7. Schematic drawings of the �-type valence orbitals of �a� 1,3-
cyclohexadiene and �b� cis-butadiene. The orbital plots are given in qualita-
tive order from bottom �lowest energy� to top �highest energy� where occu-

pied and empty orbitals are separated by a dashed line.
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bitals of the four hydrogen atoms referring to the two �sp3

hybridized� CH2 groups do not contribute to the � electron
system as was the case for 1,4-cyclohexadiene. As a result,
the valence electron structure of 1,3-cyclohexadiene is quite
different in its orbital character from that of 1,4-
cyclohexadiene or benzene. In particular, the lowest empty
orbital 1�* of 1,3-cyclohexadiene does not resemble any of
the lowest empty orbitals of benzene, 1�* or 2�*. Since 1�*

acts as final-state orbital for C 1s core excitations determin-
ing peak A in the NEXAFS spectrum of 1,3-C6H8, the dif-
ference with benzene �and with 1,4-C6H8� can rationalize the
0.6 eV peak shift mentioned above. However, the actual size
of the shift and its direction towards lower energy cannot be
explained by simple Hückel theory. Interestingly, a detailed
orbital comparison shows that the � electron system of 1,3-
cyclohexadiene is quite similar to that of cis-butadiene,
C4H6, whose � orbitals are sketched in Fig. 7�b�. This simi-
larity is underlined by the fact that the C 1s→1�* excitation
in butadiene can also be found at about 284.5 eV,47 the value
obtained for peak A of 1,3-cyclohexadiene. In addition, the
transition energy of 287.5 eV for the C 1s→2�* excitation
of butadiene47 is also in close correspondence to that of 1,3-
cyclohexadiene.

D. NEXAFS intensity at higher energies: 1,3-
cyclohexadiene and styrene

Overall, the peak structures of the experimental NEX-
AFS spectra of all molecules at higher energies above 286
eV are reproduced quite nicely by those of the theoretical
spectra with the exception of 1,3-cyclohexadiene and sty-
rene. For the latter two systems, the high-energy peak struc-
ture of the present measurements is suppressed substantially
compared to theory. The difference between experiment and
theory is believed to originate mainly from experimental ef-
fects. This is confirmed by previous medium-resolution
inner-shell-electron-energy-loss spectra �ISEELS� of gas-
phase 1,3-cyclohexadiene49 shown in Fig. 8 together with

FIG. 8. C 1s core excitation spectra of 1,3-cyclohexadiene. �a� Experimental
NEXAFS spectrum of this work shown in its original form �full circles� and
enlarged by a factor of 5 �open circles�. �b� Experimental ISEELS spectrum
from the COREX database �Ref. 43�. �c� Theoretical NEXAFS spectrum of
this work.
theoretical and experimental spectra of the present work. The
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intensities of our theoretical spectrum agree quite well with
those of the previous medium-resolution ISEELS data,
shown by the experimental curve �b� in Fig. 8. In addition,
the enlargement of the intensity of the present experimental
high-resolution NEXAFS spectrum by a factor of 5, given by
the open circles �a� in Fig. 8, yields a high-energy peak struc-
ture which is also very similar to that of our theoretical spec-
trum. For styrene the peak structures B–D above 286.5 eV in
our theoretical NEXAFS spectrum shown in Fig. 4�B��a� are
also largely suppressed in the present experimental spectrum
of Fig. 4�A��a�. However, the intensities of our theoretical
NEXAFS spectrum agree again quite well with those of a
medium-resolution spectrum measured for multilayers of
styrene.45 Here the comparison with condensed styrene
seems appropriate since the corresponding final-state orbitals
of the molecule are of dominant valence character. This is
analogous to condensed and gas-phase benzene where both
NEXAFS spectra are quite similar.50

An unambiguous explanation of the peak suppression in
the experiment cannot be offered at this point. One could
speculate about different possibilities where we mention only
two. First, the theory calculates photoabsorption cross sec-
tions while in the experiment the total photoionization yield,
i.e., the number of charged particles created in a decay pro-
cess subsequent to the excitation, is detected. A comparison
of the two quantities is adequate only if the average number
of Auger electrons created in the decay process is indepen-
dent of the photon energy. While no significant influence on
NEXAFS spectra caused by this effect has been found in
earlier studies on a large number of other molecules, see, for
example, Ref. 40, an energy-dependent yield of Auger elec-
trons in styrene and 1,3-cyclohexadiene might explain the
observed result. Possibly, the molecules in their excited 1�*

states emit Auger cascades of many slow electrons whereas
higher excited states result in emission of only a few fast
Auger electrons. Here, possible differences would be in line
with formation of different photofragments. Unfortunately,
no detailed information concerning Auger decays of reso-
nantly excited small organic molecules has been published so
far. Second, in the experimental setup, the angular distribu-
tion of emitted Auger electrons may depend on the molecule
and the excited state, since the stainless-steel plate of the
detector does not cover a full detection angle of 4�. This
might partly explain the differences between experiment and
theory and can be checked by comparing data of different
detector geometries, which has not been done so far. The two
experimental problems described above can arise in the
NEXAFS spectra of all molecules considered in this work
but seem to be most pronounced for 1,3-cyclohexadiene and
styrene. It should be noted that the excitation spectrum re-
sulting from ISEELS experiments on 1,3-cyclohexadiene,49

see Fig. 8, is not expected to be affected by these problems.
Altogether, our theoretical NEXAFS spectra describe the

peak positions observed in the present high-resolution spec-
tra quite well, although the intensities are quenched at higher
energies. This effect does not seem to appear in the medium-

45,49
resolution ISEELS and solid-state NEXAFS spectra.
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E. Vibrational analysis

Peak positions and most intensities of the measured
NEXAFS spectra are described quite well by our theoretical
spectra. However, all peaks in the experimental spectra are
broadened asymmetrically due to additional vibrational fine
structure. While a consistent theoretical treatment of vibra-
tional coupling during the core excitation process is rather
difficult and has been considered only for few molecular sys-
tems such as pyridine,40 we can rationalize the qualitative
effect by a simple C–C neighbor binding scheme. Here it is
assumed that vibrational coupling of the core excitation and
corresponding peak broadening is determined by the local
binding environment of the carbon atom where the core hole
is created. This will be illustrated for the observed vibra-
tional progressions of the low-energy peak A of C6H6,C6H8,
and C6H10, see Fig. 2, which has been assigned to C 1s
→1�* excitations.

Figure 9 shows the spectral region around peak A in Fig.
2 for �a� cyclohexene, �b� 1,4-cyclohexadiene, �c� benzene,
and �d� 1,3 cyclohexadiene in greater detail, where vibra-
tional fine structure on the high-energy side of the peaks
becomes evident. Obviously, the shape of peak A is almost
identical for cyclohexene and 1,4-cyclohexadiene, suggest-
ing similar geometric changes due to electronic core excita-
tions. This can be understood by details of the binding envi-
ronment. In these two molecules the carbon atoms where the
excitations determining peak A originate, i.e., C1, C2, C4,
and C5 for 1,4-cyclohexadiene and C1 and C2 for cyclohex-
ene �Figs. 1�c� and 1�d��, all see the same carbon binding
environment, labeled e1 in the following. They couple with
one nearest carbon neighbor by a C–C double bond, where
the neighbor itself forms both a single and a double C–C
bond with its neighbors, and with the other nearest neighbor
by a C–C single bond, where the neighbor itself sees two
single C–C bonds. This carbon binding environment e1, com-

FIG. 9. Experimental spectra of C 1s→�* transitions �peaks A in Fig. 2� for
�a� cyclohexene, �b� 1,4-cyclohexadiene, �c� benzene, and �d� 1,3-
cyclohexadiene. The thin solid line in �d� represents the total “theoretical”
spectrum given by an intensity-weighted superposition of spectra �b� and �c�
using the approach described in the text.
mon to cyclohexene and 1,4-cyclohexadiene, could explain
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the identical vibrational progression on the right side of peak
A observed for the two molecules, see Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�. In
contrast, the carbon atoms of benzene, C1–C6 in Fig. 1�a�,
which all contribute to peak A, see a carbon binding envi-
ronment e2, which differs from e1. Here each carbon couples
with one nearest carbon neighbor by a C–C double bond and
with the other by a C–C single bond where both neighbors
themselves form a single and a double C–C bond with their
neighbors. As a result of the different binding environment
the vibrational progression of peak A for benzene is expected
to vary from that of the former two molecules. This is con-
firmed by the experiment where the vibrational progression
on the right side of peak A, see Fig. 9�c�, decays more rap-
idly and exhibits a pronounced structure compared to the
curves in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�.

The 1,3-cyclohexadiene molecule differs from those dis-
cussed above in that it contains carbon atoms with two types
of binding environments, e1 for C1 and C4 and e2 for C2 and
C3. In the theoretical NEXAFS spectrum of this molecule
peak A is split into two components A� at lower and A� at
higher energies where peak A� refers to C 1s→1�* excita-
tions originating at C1 and C4 while peak A� is determined
by those at C2 and C3. Thus, in an approximate theoretical
treatment of vibrational broadening peak A� should be asso-
ciated with vibrational structure referring to environment e1

and A� with that of environment e2. This idea has been used
to evaluate a total “theoretical” peak A for 1,3-
cyclohexadiene in analogy to a procedure described in Ref.
46. Here the experimental peak A for cyclohexene �Fig.
9�a��, simulating an e1-type vibrational progression, is placed
at the theoretical excitation energy of peak A� �dotted line in
Fig. 9�d�� and the experimental peak A for benzene �Fig.
9�c��, simulating an e2-type vibrational progression, at the
theoretical energy of peak A� �dashed line in Fig. 9�d��. The
superposition of the two peaks with relative weights reflect-
ing the theoretical intensity ratio of peaks A� and A� yields a
broad peak shown as a thin line in Fig. 9�d� which comes
rather close to the experimental shape of peak A �thick line in
Fig. 9�d�� considering the simplicity of the approach. In par-
ticular, detailed molecular tension in the C6 ring of the mol-
ecules is not included in the present treatment.

The application of the present model of vibrational
broadening to the two larger molecules, ethylbenzene and
styrene, is more involved due to the increased complexity of
binding environments. In these molecules carbon atoms C3–
C5, see Figs. 1�f� and 1�g�, experience e1-type binding envi-
ronments. Thus, corresponding C 1s→1�* transitions con-
tributing to peak A for ethylbenzene and styrene are expected
to behave similar to those of benzene concerning vibrational
broadening. However, the central carbon C1 in the two mol-
ecules sees a binding environment e3 dominated by its three
carbon neighbors and being substantially different from both
e1 and e2 which must affect the corresponding vibrational
fine structure. Therefore, a simulation of a total theoretical
peak A for these molecules according to our approach must
include an experimental reference spectrum with vibrational
structure emphasizing the e3-type binding environment. This
does not seem to exist so far which prevents the application

of our approach.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The present experimental high-resolution NEXAFS
spectra for small C6-ring-containing organic molecules near
the C 1s ionization threshold are found to agree quite well
with our theoretical spectra from state-of-the-art DFT calcu-
lations. This allows a consistent interpretation of spectral de-
tails in terms of underlying excitation processes. The spectral
features are determined mainly by electronic transitions from
C 1s core to different �*-type final-state orbitals, while tran-
sitions to �*-type final-state orbitals, of strong valence char-
acter with small admixture of Rydberg contributions, con-
tribute less. Further, transitions to pure Rydberg-type final-
state orbitals can be neglected in the spectra. The C 1s
ionization spectrum of benzene is quite simple due to the
equivalence of the carbon atoms in the C6 ring. In contrast,
the other molecules, except cyclohexane, contain different
nonequivalent carbon atoms, which leads to energy splittings
of the different excitations yielding more complex spectra.

All NEXAFS spectra, except that of cyclohexane, ex-
hibit a strong low-energy peak A near 285 eV which our
theoretical analysis assigns to transitions of 1s electrons at
the different double-bonded carbon atoms to unoccupied 1�*

final-state orbitals. The absence of CvC double bonds in
cyclohexane explains why the low-energy peak does not ap-
pear in the corresponding spectrum. The excitation energy of
peak A is very similar for all molecules, except for 1,3-
cyclohexadiene where it is shifted by 0.6 eV to lower ener-
gies. This is explained by the different shapes of the unoc-
cupied 1�* final-state orbitals where the 1�* orbital of 1,3
cyclohexadiene differs substantially from those of the other
molecules and is very similar to that for cis-butadiene. In
contrast, 1�* orbitals of the other molecules are rather simi-
lar in shape and result in almost identical excitation energies.
This indicates that the energy position of the C 1s→1�*

transition depends less on the extent of delocalization of the
� electrons but more on the local binding environment of the
carbon atom where the excitation originates. Adding satu-
rated side chains to the C6 ring of the molecule does not
affect the excitation energy of the C 1s→1�* transition, as
found for ethylbenzene. In contrast, additional unsaturated
side chains can interact with the � system of the ring leading
to orbital mixing of the ring and the side chains. This may
result in slightly changed excitation energies and additional
peaks near peak A as confirmed by the experimental and
theoretical spectra of styrene. Nevertheless, this is not a ma-
jor factor, because the energy position of the corresponding
transition remains localized at about 285 eV, in close corre-
spondence to benzene.

Apart from the C 1s→1�* transitions observed in the
NEXAFS spectra of the present molecules other final-state
orbitals have been identified, which can also act as charac-
teristics of the C6-ring structures. These orbitals are of mixed
�* �C–C�/Rydberg or �* �C–H�/Rydberg character and cor-
responding excitations are found in all molecules of the
present study with energies depending slightly on the system.

The experimental NEXAFS spectra are of sufficient
resolution to reveal vibrational fine structure. Unfortunately,

a consistent theoretical treatment of vibrational coupling dur-

Downloaded 23 Jan 2006 to 141.14.130.202. Redistribution subject to
ing the core excitation process is rather difficult and has not
been taken into account in our present theory. However, vi-
brational fine structure can become important in the compari-
son of the theoretical and experimental spectra. Examples are
molecules with close-lying electronic excitations, where the
superimposed vibrational structure can lead to considerable
differences in intensity ratios between experiment and theory
ignoring vibrational coupling.40 This applies also to those
molecules of the present study where nonequivalent carbon
atoms affect the C 1s→1�* transitions. Here we propose an
approximate treatment of vibrational coupling combining
theoretical results for the electronic transitions with experi-
mental information concerning the vibrational progression.
For a given molecule each carbon atom which acts as an
excitation center is classified with respect to its binding en-
vironment. The vibrational structure of this core excitation is
then assumed to agree with that of a carbon atom in the same
binding environment in a different molecule where the exci-
tation is energetically well separated. Combining the vibra-
tional progression from corresponding experimental NEX-
AFS spectra for all atoms with different binding environment
in a molecule with corresponding theoretical energy posi-
tions and intensity ratios leads to a simulated spectrum. For
1,3-cyclohexadiene this procedure is found to yield very
good agreement with the experimental NEXAFS spectrum,
analogous to previous findings for pyridine.40 This may sug-
gest that vibrational structure in NEXAFS spectra referring
to specific atoms in a certain local binding environment can
be transferred and superimposed to yield the complete spec-
trum. Nevertheless, there is a huge demand for further theo-
retical studies on the vibrational fine structure of core-
excited molecules. Furthermore, from the experimental side
more advanced studies such as resonant Auger and photof-
ragmentation studies are necessary to understand the dy-
namic of the photofragmentation process in more detail.
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